
Please arrive at 12:00 pm to be checked-in.  
Bring the completed hand-made poster, 18in x 24 in ; presented in portrait or landscape style to the contest
Join Google Classroom using code: tukvapu
Turn in a scan/image of your poster to the designated assignment by March 19, 11:59pm
All the work done on the poster must be original and completed by the participant using poster illustration
board, or heavy paper. Lamination is NOT permitted and will disqualify the poster
There is no limitation on the type of media-such as print, crayon, felt pen, etc. - used on the poster design.
However, wood, plastic, glass, or metal cannot be part of the poster. 
Display the artist(s) name(s), grade(s), School & District on the Zoom title name 
The poster must be visual and creative and NOT wordy.
The entries will be judged based on creativity, level of impact, style and originality
Posters containing vulgar, offensive, or wholly inappropriate drawings will be disqualified
Top 3 posters will be presented at the finale
Awards will begin between 4:00-4:30
All decisions of the judge(s) will be final and binding

 

Entry A: Make a Poster (Elementary and Middle School Only)
 

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TOPIC: ALTERNATE ENDING TO BOOK/MOVIE
Using one of your favorite books/movies, create a storyboard for an alternate ending of that book/movie.  This
poster should feature a few images or drawings and be able to depict a storyline. The alternate ending should
be clearly presented and easy to understand. Students should also provide a description of the previous ending
and their alteration to it on the board (4-5 sentences). 

MIDDLE SCHOOL TOPIC: PERSUADE ME
A student should create an original product or service of their choice. On the poster board, students should
include the name of the product, a visual depiction of what the product is and what it does, as well as a brief
summary of the use of the product (3-4 sentences). In the end, students should aim to convince a judge to
purchase their product through the visual aids on the board. 

 
 

Rules & Guidelines
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A FUNDRAISER FOR:

For more info & to REGISTER
Visit: www.enspireacademy/swey or Write to: enspiredleader@gmail.com

Sponsors Contact 732-822-3275



The short film must be 2 minutes long, original work, directed, written, and edited only by
the contestant.
 Join Google Classroom using code: tukvapu
The film must be submitted as a .mp4 format to the designated assignment by March 19,
11:59 pm
Late submissions will be accepted and reviewed but will NOT be eligible for the top
selection process
Contestants must complete the Registration form, pay the Registration Fee, & submit the
video file before the deadline. Missing even one part will lead to disqualification
Use of copyrighted material is prohibited, unless the owner grants permission. Plagiarized
entries will be disqualified. Any use of audio or visual images that are not original MUST
be properly documented to credit the original source.
Entries will be judged on the artistic vision to portray the theme, creativity, technical
merit, impact & originality
Dialogues if any, should be in English
Entries showcasing anything vulgar, offensive, or inappropriate will be disqualified
Top stories will be presented at the finale
All decisions of the judge(s) will be final and binding

 
Students should convey the messages provided through a short film. Topic is up to the
Students Interpretation. The film can be narrated or be directed as a silent film. In the end,
the students should attempt to convey the message through the visual aids in the film. At
the end of the film, please provide a brief summary of your depiction of the topic (5-6
sentences). Students should include credits into their film, crediting all of the participants by
name.
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Entry B:  Short Film (High School Only)   TOPIC: Beauty in Uncommon Places 

For more info & to REGISTER
Visit: www.enspireacademy/swey or Write to: enspiredleader@gmail.com

Sponsors Contact 732-822-3275


